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Monument Circle 

"Prominent Landmark"

A visit to downtown Indianapolis is incomplete without a stroll down the

Monument Circle. This historic landmark encloses the famous Indiana

Soldiers' and Sailors' Monument, which pays homage to the heroes of the

American Revolution. This site is also home to a wide range of cultural

and local events held by the city. Attend the Marsh Cookout on the Circle,

where you can expect good food for a good cause. Call the Visitors

Bureau for more details on current and upcoming events.

 Monument Circle, Indianapolis IN

 by hyku   

Downtown Indianapolis 

"Hub of Activity"

Boasting of an important location, Downtown Indianapolis is the city's

central zone of all activity. The area is populated by a plethora of awe-

inspiring edifices, popular eateries, frequently visited clubs and bars and

famous malls that are visited by crazy shoppers. Downtown Indianapolis is

visited by several tourists to peek into the busy life of the city as well as by

business travelers who come here to attend conferences and delegate

meetings at the Indiana Convention Center. The Monument Circle is

another hub of activity where local events, community gatherings and

processions take place regularly. Call the tourist information center to

know more.

 +1 317 327 4622 (Tourist Information)  Meridian Street & Ohio Street, Indianapolis IN
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Regions Bank Tower Indianapolis 

"Indiana's Pride"

Popularly known as One Indiana Square, the Regions Bank Tower boasts

a stunning glass facade that glimmers in the sunshine as it stands tall

even today. At an imposing height of 36 storeys, this building was the

Indiana's tallest at the time of its completion in 1970. Its reign as state's

tallest building continued for 12 years and was only brought to an end in

1982 when its height was finally surpassed by the OneAmerica Tower.

Nevertheless, the Regions Bank Tower continues to draw admiring gaze

of onlookers even today, having forever made its mark in history.

 +1 317 2216040  1 Indiana Square, Indianapolis IN
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Georgia Street 

"Hip and Lively"

Navigating across the busy neighborhood of Wholesale District, Georgia

Street is a kaleidoscope of some hip restaurants, lively bars and some of

the famous tourist attractions of Indianapolis. Counted as one of the most

vibrant outdoor spots of the city, it occupies a central location in the

Downtown and plays host to a number of cultural events throughout the

year. A well-laid out pedestrian sidewalk and a high-tech audio and light

system ensure the street renders itself well for open-air meetings,

concerts and conventions.

 +1 317 237 2222  www.georgiastreetindy.com/  West Georgia Street, Indianapolis IN
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Military Park 

"Celebrating War & Peace"

Military Park is Indianapolis' oldest and most storied. In this city of epic

monuments and patriotic celebrations, this has been the site of many of

the above. Today, it sits on the bank of the Canal, and provides safe haven

for students and working folk looking for a shady spot to while away a

sunny afternoon.

 +1 317 634 4567  W New York Street & N West Street, Indianapolis IN
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